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INTRODUCTION
The overall goal of this project has been to develop (i) an ultrasound-based detection system designed to
detect foreign bodies in the brain and (ii) a portable ultrasound-based imaging system capable of producing full
brain images through the intact skull.
This year, based on preliminary designs and testing in Years I and II of the project, a final design and
reconstruction approach has been established. Key findings and considerations leading to the design have
been:


The determination that in many regions of the brain -particularly in critical areas in the center of the
brain - access angles via shear-mode transcranial windowing through the skull bone simultaneously
produce longitudinal modes that can interfere with the shear mode imaging.



Signal-to-noise rations of the shear-mode-windowed signals can be greatly enhanced using narrowband transmission signals.



Image resolution at the reduced operating frequency necessary to achieve transcranial propagation
greatly benefit from an extended degree of imaging angles.

These findings have resulted in improvements to transducer design, electronics, and imaging sequence. In the
final system currently in construction, two rapid planning stages will correct both the incoming and outgoing
waves, and a novel reconstruction algorithm will generate 2D image slices, including full cross-sections, thus
providing anatomical orientation paralleling that of CT or MRI. We will accomplish this by combining several
techniques developed over the past 12 months to both correct for distortion and maximize the energy
transferred through the bone. The approach is based upon well-established diffraction tomography theory, but
with a novel beamforming method that will maximize the reconstructed signal. Beam correction previously
developed for noninvasive ultrasound therapy will also be utilized, but updated so that the correction is based
solely on real-time ultrasound information, as opposed to past methods which required modeling using prior CT
scans. It is expected that the locations of major echogenic intracranial anatomical structures (e.g. midline falx,
mesencephalic brainstem, ventricle margins, etc.) can be accurately and precisely imaged, along with all
abnormalities currently detectable with ultrasound only after craniotomy, or in pediatric cranial ultrasound (cUS)
through the fontanelle.
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In comparison with the initial transcranial probe developed in Year II, the transducer in construction will offer
large angle viewing, allowing full tomographic reconstruction in order to produce clear and recognizable image
features, and replacing the need to fuse US images with other modalities. Studies performed over the past
year have validated the techniques necessary to perform the proposed imaging, and have simulated the
planned fully-operating system through computer modeling and experimental mock-up.
Key components of the method include ultrasound measurement of skull thickness and sound speed, phase
correction of beam distortion, the tomographic reconstruction algorithm, and the final image display. We have
confirmed in preliminary studies that these techniques can be applied through the human skull. Now these
components will be optimized as a function of transducer geometry, operation frequency, and number of
elements via a combination of simulation and laboratory measurement, in order to determine the best possible
design.
An ultrasound driving system is being customized to allow backscatter tomographic capability. Using
transducer characteristics determined in a detailed simulation study this year, a ring-shaped probe is being
constructed and combined with a standoff designed for straightforward patient coupling. Additional electronics
based on modification of our existing imaging system are in the process of being assembled along with a
computer-controlled operation interface and image display.
In the period of the one year no cost extension, the device and associated signal processing methodologies
will be validated by registered comparison with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Utilizing human skull
samples and a bank of ultrasound brain phantoms, identifiable structural features and abnormalities within both
MRI and ultrasound modalities will be analyzed. Correlations between the two sets of data will be examined to
quantify sensitivity, specificity, and repeatability. The ability to further enhance imaging by combining the
approach with phase-corrected real-time b-mode, Doppler, and transmission imaging will also be examined.
This system is devised to expand the paradigm of US to include a new high-resolution and high SNR means
for brain imaging, while maintaining the portability, safety, and cost advantages associated with ultrasound.
Stationary image slices fused with phase-corrected Doppler using the same array will offer both anatomical
views and flow assessment in the intracranial vessels.
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The skull bone notwithstanding, the brain is one of the few organs that can be accessed from a wide range of
viewing angles, opening the potential for full ultrasound computed tomography. Clinically implemented in
breast tomography, UCT techniques have generally used a simplified linear back-projection, or a refracted-ray
approach [1] in order to make real-time implementation practical [2] and to avoid uniqueness issues associated
certain iterative methods. However, since ultrasound uses extremely large wavelengths compared x-ray or
optical tomography, conventional tomographic theory is invalid for most situations.
Based on mockups performed this year, we expect that anatomy and abnormalities of the brain could be
reconstructed, provided that ultrasound can both penetrate the skull and produce a coherent imaging source.
We propose a corrective technique that will use ultrasound-based phased-array beam correction [3], optimized
frequency selection [4], and a shear-mode windowing technique [5]. The approach is based upon the
pioneering work of Smith and colleagues [6], [7], and is designed to overcome the major barriers to imaging
through the skull in a manner that is robust and clinically feasible. A unique UCT reconstruction algorithm is

Fig 1. Full mockup of the procedure was performed with a numeric US phantom formed using segmented slices from the Human Body Project
(image, left with ROI highlighted, scale in mm). This mockup included transcranial propagation and planning. The reconstructed ROI at 1.5
MHZ (center) is compared with the same image formed through the skull without correction (right). Segments of ROI reconstruction will be
combined with skull outline measurement (Fig. 4) to provide a brain slice. The pase year has concentrated on optimizing the method performed
here with somewhat arbitrary ultrasound parameters. One expected benefit of frequency mixing will be the elimination of "stripe" artifacts.

being implemented with the goal of producing images that are more detailed than conventional ultrasound,
while also providing recognizable anatomical features to orient the operator (Fig 1). The device will use a
backscatter tomographic technique, but also will be capable of immediately fusing these stationary images with
b-mode ultrasound, Doppler, and transmission tomography [8] using the same array.
Successful implementation of the device and method could substantially aid the ability for early detection of
such disorders as hematoma, tumors, swelling, hydrocephalus, vascular occlusion, and hemorrhage in the
brain. The completed device will be approximately the size of a typical ultrasound imager. It is expected that
the portability of the device will make its use practical in remote locations, the emergency room, operating
room, patient bedside, and in an outpatient setting; all places where larger imaging devices are generally
impractical due to size, maintenance, and cost.
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BODY
1. Final Reconstruction method

Fig 2 Peaks in the transmission frequencies
occur due to the skull's multi-layer
transmission behavior. Natural variation
causes the magnitude and spacing of the
peaks to vary with position (hydrophone
data through human skull bone, shown after
normalization by peak transmission).

Fig 3 In a preliminary study on 10 ex vivo formalin-preserved human
skulls transmission and reflection data were acquired around the skull using
two 500 kHz transducers on a stepping-motor positioner, giving the data to
solve eq (8) (example, center). In the preliminary data, a stepping motor was
used to acquire axial slices at 0.5 cm intervals to provide a 3D dataset.
However, the preliminary work (Fig. 8) predicts a single axial measurement
plane will be sufficient to correct for skull distortion. Discrepancy with CT (right)
is a combination of error in the US measurement and also the CT-US
registration. Methods will be investigated to minimize this error (Aim 1),
however, even with the error present , substantial image improvement results
(Fig 2).

Conventional diffraction tomography [9] is based upon sending a series of parallel waves through the region of
interest (ROI) over a sequence of rotation angles. A key requirement is that there is negligible contribution to
scattering outside the ROI. Utilizing ultrasound's superior ability to be customized, we will design a field whose
wavefront is directed into a nearly-parallel beam only within the ROI using our previously-designed numerical
projection technique, where the desired field is specified and then rapidly backward-propagated to the imaging
transducer. [10], [11] In the present case this will include the effects of the skull bone [12]. Unlike algorithms
that only focus ultrasound in a particular location [3], the method is devised to produce arbitrarily-shaped fields
within the brain; in the present case a coherent wavefront within the ROI. Subsequent physical transmission of
the planned field will then reassemble itself into a coherent wavefront as it propagates through the skull,
approximating the planned planar wave once inside the ROI. Unlike prior focusing techniques that required
prior CT images, the information necessary to plan this propagation technique will be acquired directly using
the ultrasound array (2.2.2). Key novel features of this first planning stage include (i) a transmission signal that
is optimized to produce a parallel wavefront only within the ROI (ii) with multiple cycles to improve signal
strength and allow straightforward mixing of phase shifted shear and longitudinal modes, and (iii) the use of a
planned aberration correction to produce a coherent field in the brain. Signal echoes will then be recorded by
the array and used in a second planning stage. There, the data will be numerically propagated into the brain,
again using ultrasound-derived skull data (2.2.2). This modeled propagation will serve to effectively erase the
contributions of phase distortion by the bone, providing the approximate signal in the brain, before skull
distortion. This corrected field will then be propagated to a virtual source, positioned an arbitrary distance from
the ROI.
In a departure from standard diffraction tomographic reconstruction, signal inversion will be performed by
preselecting a regular grid in the Fourier transform space of the ROI and filling values in this space through an
inverse mapping of these locations to points on a the virtual array. This mapping can be contrasted with
conventional methods [9], [13-16] that project data onto this space, producing a generally incomplete, partially
oversampled and irregular dataset requiring interpolation [17], [18]. Rather than pulsed ultrasound, the
approach uses a multi-cycle, near-monochromatic, signal to increase the total energy sent to the ROI [19].
The signal advantage will be similar to that of time-extended coded excitation, [20], [21] and would include the
addition of a tuned impedance matching network for higher output power to the transducer, if necessary.
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At the estimated optimal imaging frequencies (0.75 to 2 MHz), the thickness resonance of the skull is known to
cause periodic frequency dependence on the amplitude of the transmitted signal [4], [22]. Thus, small changes
in skull thickness at different parts of the bone can result in large changes in the optimal transmission
frequency (Fig 2). To more uniformly fill the spatial Fourier space of the ROI, we will utilize different imaging
frequencies at different positions on the skull. This construction method is possible since the object itself and
its transform are ultimately independent of the imaging frequency.
2. Skull Characterization
To perform the above imaging, in Year 3 10 ex vivo skulls were used to produce maps of the skull thickness,
position and sound speed have been produced, based entirely upon feedback from the imaging array.
Because these parameters are designed to be acquired directly from the brain-imaging array, excellent
registration between the skull and the imager are achieved. The procedure uses simultaneous acquisition of
the transmitted and reflected signals from a small section of the transducer surrounding, or partially
surrounding, the head. From time-of-flight measurements, a system of equations is then assembled. The
required information includes the time from the transducer to the outer skull surface, the time from the
transducer far inner surface. As described in detail ibelow, this information is sufficient to obtain the skull
thickness and sound speed under the assumption that the speed is equal on opposite sides of the skull (Fig
3.1). Work over the past year has verified this assumption causes only small errors in the ability to predict
phase distortion caused by the bone and is not expected to be a significant factor in the ability to phase-correct
the imaging beam. In addition to planning (2.2.1), the data is also be used to form an image of the inner and
outer skull layers, providing anatomical landmarks for image orientation (Fig 3.2).
In the first two years of the current project, in combination (separately-funded) clinical investigations, shearmode windowing has established the ability to access nearly all regions of the brain by using mode conversion
in the skull bone [5], [22-24] . This year we considered image reconstruction in the simultaneous presence of
both longitudinal and shear modes, as necessarily manifest themselves in allowing signal acquisition over at
least 180± for an arbitrarily-selected ROI. The relevant contribution of the signal from each mode of
propagation will be determined in the planning stages (2.2.1) as determined by the incident angle available
from the skull characterization and imaging (2.2.2).
Considerable value to the planned approach is expected by combining the two modes.

3. Selected Method of reconstruction
Fig 4: Diffraction tomography typically acquires data lines
that are Fourier transformed by nonlinear mapping onto
arcs representing the object's transform space.
In
preliminary work we have been investigating the
inverse case: A regular grid is selected over the object's
transform space. Individual coordinates are then mapped
to a point in the transformed measurement space
(represented by circles). These single values can be
quickly determined by summation given by (2), and
eliminating the use of FFTs. Results using the approach
can be found in Figs 2 and 11. It is noted that if
necessary, by equation (1), more than one frequency can
be used to fill the space.

The first key point of investigation concerns the manner in which the Fourier transform space of the ROI is
constructed. We will initially model backscattered signals from a series of quasi-focused planar fields,
designed to resemble a quasi-focused wave that is planar only within the ROI (situated, for illustration, on the
Cartesian x-z plane, Fig 6). By the standard description of diffraction tomography[9], the backscattered
pressure recorded over a line perpendicular to the z-axis, p(x; z0), the relation between the spatial Fourier
transform of a received signal and the 2D Fourier transform of the object's scattering coefficient, a(r'), can be
expressed as
2
2 iz
P ( k x ; )
2
2
A(kx' , kz' )  A(k x , k0  k x  k0 ) 
k0  k x e 0
ip0


k0 2  k x
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where capitols denote transforms, k0   , and  represents the rotation angle between the measurement
2
2

c0

frame and a stationary reference axis. While various techniques have been described to construct points via
rotation of  and/or variation of the imaging frequency [17], [25], data are then either interpolated to create a
regular grid that can be inverse transformed or nonlinear transform techniques can be utilized, eliminating the
need to interpolate. Conversely, we will directly map coordinates of the object's transform space, k '  (k x' , k z' ) ,
to coordinates of the projection space, k  (k x ,  ) , comprised of the transform of the complex acoustic
pressure measured along the spatial direction x at a constant value z0 from the origin (Fig 4). By selecting
points in the object’s transform space, over-sampling will be avoided while assuring the maximum possible
region of the space is filled. Otherwise stated, interpolation in the measured space is expected to be far less
sensitive than interpolation in the object's transform space. This operation is an expected advantage in
efficiency, since this operation requires only a single-point calculation of Fourier transformed values,
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x

as opposed to fast Fourier transforms, which - despite their namesake - necessarily must calculate all values of
k up to the Nyquist frequency for each transform, followed by interpolation to determine the field at the relevant
k xm .
Noting that A in (1) is written in a rotated frame k '  ( kx' , kz' ) relative to k ' ,

it must be the case that

magnitudes of the position vectors are equal in both frames. Along with k ' ’s relation to the projection space,
this gives the system of equations
2
2
2
2
2
2
kx'  kz'  k x'  k z'  0; k x  kx' ; k0  k x  k0  kz' .

(3)
2

2

2

2

(4k0  k x'  k z' )(k x'  k z' )
Eliminating k terms and solving for k x gives the solutions k x  
. (4)
2 k0
2

The angle  can be determined using the inner product relation, k ' k ' cos   k ' k ' .

(5)

Incorporating this equation into the system of equations presented in (3) and solving for  in terms of k x' and

k z' yields the solutions:
2
2
2
2
2
2

k x' (4k0  k x'  k z' )(k x'  k z' ) 
 k z'

  cos 
.
2
2
2k0 (k x'  k z' )
 2k0

1

(6)

Our investigation confirmed that it is straightforward to determine relevant solutions by solving for all cases,
and then testing for relevant solutions. In the forms given by (4) and (6), reconstructing the object’s transform
space is then a matter of solving for ( k x ,  ) over the relevant region of space and then determining all values
of P( k x ;  ) that are attainable, noting that k x and  must be real, and that there may be overlap between the
solutions. With the completed array, any advantage of the planned reconstruction will be quantified in terms of
the RMS % error between the actual ROI and the reconstructed image as compared to a control forward-based
reconstruction. Differences in the number of computations will also be quantified.
Equation (1) is based upon a spatially-coherent planar source wave traveling parallel to the (rotated) z-axis
through the region of interest (ROI) and assumes negligible net contribution from scattering outside the ROI.
Improved reconstruction is expected by using a tailored US beam to better approximate these conditions. To
realize such a field, a coherent parallel field is numerically planned within the ROI and then back-propagated to
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the source (first planning stage) [10], [11]. Subsequent physical radiation of the conjugate field pattern [26]
over the transducer surface will then approximate the planned ROI, resulting in a field that is optimized only
within this region.

Fig 5: A preliminary array design study has centered on 2-4 interlocking modular sections of a backed PZT 1-3 composite for
straightforward positioning around the head. Insertable gel-based and water-filled membranes will be considered for optimal
coupling. Our ongoing human subject study during brain surgery has confirmed the ability to transmit via shear mode windowing,
and to couple US through hair using US gel.

To assure that echoes within the imaging plane reach the receiver, a ring array encompassing the ROI is being
constructed (Fig 5). This geometry is also expected to lend itself naturally to the rotations involved in
tomography. The received wave will be numerically propagated to a virtual line at z0 in order to perform the
image reconstruction (second planning stage). To fill the transform space P( k x ;  ), the process is repeated
over 180 degrees at an optimal angular resolution  , which will be determined as part of this study. Specific
values of  given by (6) require interpolation from the set of measured angles,  n , however, by shifting the
interpolation to k-space, we have found that interpolation over  produces reduced error compared to the
forward case, since the forward mapping produces areas of under- (and over-) sampling, that are avoided in
the inverse case.

To summarize, (i) the desired localized planar field in the ROI is planned and numerically and back-propagated
to the source. (ii) The space-reversed [27] signal reaching the source is then physically generated using a
section of a transducer array, and the resulting echoes received over the transducer. (iii) This signal is
numerically propagated to a virtual array located at z0. (iv) The process is repeated to form p ( x,  n ) . (v) Signal
inversion is performed by acquiring relevant points from a pre-selected regular grid (k x' , k z' ) in the object's
transform space and inverse transformed to produce an object. It is further understood that the skull bone
sound-speed and thickness causes frequency dependence on the amplitude of the ultrasound transmitted into
and out of the brain (Fig 3). Noting that A in (1) is independent of wave number k0, in the next year we will
also investigate the reconstruction of the space using multiple frequencies, as described below (Spectral
transmission).

4. Method of determining skull dimension, and sound speed
Various schemes have demonstrated ultrasound beam correction through the skull, including the use of
implanted acoustic sources, or prior CT [3] and MRI as input to phasing models. Noninvasive methods
developed by the PI [28], [29] are presently being utilized in clinical trials for brain treatments [30],[31]. In
contrast, the approach developed this year is based entirely upon feedback from the ultrasound imaging array.
As opposed to focusing to a single point by phase-defining a location, the method is valid for producing
arbitrary fields within the brain; the relevant wave in our proposed study being a directed parallel wavefront in
the ROI.
The procedure involves the acquisition of both the transmitted and the reflected signals from a small section of
an array (Fig 3). This section can be either a single element or several consecutive elements if a stronger and
more directed signal is required. The source and transmission receiver is positioned co-axially on opposite
sides of the skull and coupled to the head by a standoff material. An impulsive or limited-cycle signal is
generated in order to acquire time-of-flight. It is understood that reverberation within the skull bone prevents
separation of echoes from the inner and outer skull surfaces at the relatively low frequencies to be used for
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penetrating thick bone [19]. Therefore, time-of-flight measurements is obtained using a first-arrival technique
from the outer skull, tw , and the far inner skull surface, TE after traversing the brain. The transmission time to
an opposing array element after crossing through the head, T , is also be recorded. This procedure is
repeated from the opposite side, now using the previous transmission receiver as a source, giving times to the
outer skull, tw 2 , and far inner skull TE 2 from the opposite side (Fig 3).
A system of equations is formed with the assumption that the speed of sound in the standoff material and
skin, cw , and the brain, cB , are known. Physiological variation is known to result in significant variation in the
longitudinal sound speed between different skulls as well as over the surface of the same skull, [32] so it is not
possible to assign a tabulated skull sound speed a priori (and the reason impulse-based ultrasound
measurement cannot be used to find skull thickness). To provide a solvable system of equations, the
approach first calculates an outline of the outer skull surface by analyzing the values of tw and tw 2 . This outer
surface allows an approximate angle of incidence to be determined between the skull and the direction of the
incident wave. If an angle of incidence is greater than a given angle (to be determined, but expected to be
~27±) the propagation will be classified as purely shear and assigned a tabulated sound speed (1525 m/s).
Otherwise, both modes will be taken into account. A system of equations will then be assembled. If at least
one side of the skull is traversed via a shear mode, there is, in principle, sufficient information to solve for the
thickness and sound speed on both sides of the bone.
However, given multiple modes on both sides of the skull, both sides of the skull is assumed to have the same
sound speed, cs , and unknown values for the propagation times within the skull bone t s and ts 2 , and the skull
thicknesses xs and xs 2 will be determined from:

tw  ts  t B  ts 2  tw 2  T

2 (tw  ts  t B )  TE
2 (tw 2  ts 2  t B )  TE 2
cB t B  cwtw  cwtw 2  xs  xs 2  X

(7)

cs ts  xs
cs ts 2  xs 2 ,
where X is the known distance between the
source and transmission transducer.
Equation (7) is solvable in terms of the
known quantities gives (8):
xs 

(2 T - TE 2 - 2tw )(cB (2T - TE - TE 2 ) - 2cw (tw  tw 2 )  2 X )
8 T - 2(TE  TE 2  2(tw  tw 2 ))

(2 T - TE 2 - 2tw 2 )(cB (2T - TE - TE 2 ) - 2cw (tw  tw 2 )  2 X )
xs 2 
8 T - 2(TE  TE 2  2(tw  tw 2 ))
cs 

cB (TE  TE 2 - 2T )  2cw (tw  tw 2 ) - 2 X
.
TE  TE 2  2(tw  tw 2 ) - 4 T

Fig 6: US planning back-propagates in 2D from the desired ROI toward a
transducer (left edge of image). In a 3D mock-up of the expected transducer
behavior, the conjugated 2D signal reaching the transducer is transmitted by a
linear array simulated in 3D, using CT-derived skull data. Results predicted that
2D planning such as that available from ultrasound measurement will provide
sufficient beam correction through the skull bone, making near-real-time
processing feasible. A resulting single is shown on the right (bar indicates 10 mm).

Repeated over 180 degrees, the equations
provide the thickness and approximate
sound speed in a single plane. A key finding in this year's work demonstrates that the use of an average
sound speed on opposite sides of the skull still allows for substantial phase correction. The results are
formatted into a cross-sectional image of the skull bone, which will be combined with the tomographic image to
provide points of reference. Curve fitting methods are included and assessed for improved accuracy.
Acquired values are also be used in the two planning stages described in more detail below.
For the first metric to evaluate the accuracy of the approach, 10 preserved skulls were affixed to a custom
stereotactic reference frame [3] and imaged with CT. The frame allowed us to use a rigid rotation between the
ultrasound maps and its corresponding 3D dataset, utilizing the Slicer (3D Slicer V3.6) software package
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developed in our affiliated Surgical Planning Laboratory. In practice, each of the measurements were
performed twice using our motor-driven rotary table. In the second acquisition, a hydrophone was placed inside
the skull to directly determine the time shift caused by the skull. Combined with thickness measurements
taken from the CT images, the sound speed was determined and these values were compared with the
ultrasound method.
If deemed necessary in the upcoming year, we will introduce more sophisticated methods for evaluating the
bone surface, including but not limited to the acquisition of a full B-mode ultrasound image for a more accurate
map of the surface, the evaluation of off-axis reflections to determine relevant incident bone angles, and the
use of transmission ultrasound to produce a ultrasound tomographic sound speed maps [8].
The initial planning stage entails simulating the desired pressure field within the ROI and back-propagating it to
the location of the source transducer using a model that includes the refractive effects of the skull. Once the
acoustic pressure is calculated along the array surface, each array element is then be adjusted in amplitude
and phase according to the integral pressure value over its surface. Under the approximation that acoustic
reciprocity holds, and provided the skull data is sufficiently accurate, the adjusted transmit signal then
reassembles itself into an approximately coherent wave as it propagates through the skull and back into the
ROI. Studies over the past 12 months outline how a 2D planning model is expected to provide improvement
to a 3D problem, suggesting that near-real time processing is feasible (Fig 6). We used a 3D dataset derived
from CT images to fully model a minimum of 3 skulls in order to compare differences between 2D and 3D
planned fields. If later verification determines that the 2-dimensional information is not sufficient, we will
introduce a 3D acquisition of skull dimensions and sound speed and implement a full 3D propagation model for
the planning.
In our studies a wave-vector time domain model was utilized, however in the upcoming year we will investigate
other model equations and methods of solution for improved accuracy and improved efficiency. The key will
be determining the fastest possible method that still yields substantial image improvement. We will compare
both fast time-domain and frequency-domain models, in both cases varying the resolution and dimension of
the model in order to determine the best tradeoff between accuracy and computational efficiency.
Based on the field modeled over the array surface, the amplitude and phase of relevant elements are adjusted
- the past year in simulation, the next year in experiment. Unlike the planning, simulations involve a full 3dimensional model of the array and skull. Evaluation compared the corrected beam with the ideal wavefront in
the ROI with an uncorrected beam; the percent error between the actual and ideal wavefront serving as the
metric. These three cases (no skull, corrected, and uncorrected) were used for comparison and evaluation in
all stages of the approach.

Second planning stage
Echoes within the brain are again be subject to skull distortion after being reflected back toward the source,
necessitating a second phase correction. This process starts with the distorted signal received by the array. In
a numeric process, the conjugate signal is numerically propagated from the array into the brain, reassembling
itself in the process as it passes through the skull (Fig 6). Once propagated past the skull, all space outside of
the ROI -including the space physically occupied by the skull and brain - isl be modeled as a homogeneous
brain-like structure. This virtual space allows the field to be projected to an arbitrary virtual array located a
distance z0 from the axis of rotation. It is noted that this plane is not necessarily within the confines of the
physical brain. This reconstructive second stage will requires a higher resolution model than the first "beam
correcting" stage, thus the choice of model was selected independently from the first.
The aforementioned evaluations served to form the base reconstruction algorithm. Once in place,
concentration shifted to optimization of the physical parameters of the array. The algorithm was used to
evaluate array characteristics (array curvature, element height, element width, curvature along the width,
optimal frequency, number of elements, and rotation resolution). To verify frequencies, as well as the overall
reconstruction algorithm preliminary experiments were performed using our 128 element linear transskull array
(Fig 7) to mimic a section of the full array. In these experiments the skulls were attached to a motor driven
rotary table and actively rotated.
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Fig 7. Transcranial measurement using our 128 element transcranial probe (right) provided substantial information leading to the
proposed design and method. A study for detecting foreign bodies (small, metallic) in the brain established the ability to image
through thick bone (center-left), while also indicating that the images could benefit from phase correction , shown for the transmit
pulse (center-right), and both transmit & receive (right).

Spectral Transmission
Since the thickness resonance of the skull has been shown to cause significant frequency dependence on the
amplitude of the ultrasound wave transmitted into the brain [4], we also investigated the idea of utilizing
differing imaging frequencies as a function of position. This may prove to be particularly important in
reconstruction around the skull, since small changes in skull thickness at different parts of the bone often result
in large changes in the optimal transmission frequency (Fig 3). In the procedure, reconstruction points of the
object's transform, given by A(k) in (1), are acquired using different temporal frequencies for different k-space
coordinates. The validity of assembling this space from different frequency acquisitions lines in the fact that
A(k) is ultimately frequency independent. To make the method practical, and recalling that the multi-cycle
approach is being used for signal strength, over the next year we will attempt to improve upon image quality
using a minimal number of frequencies (2-4). If unsuccessful, we will also attempt to utilize chirped signals
which, although stronger in total energy than impulsive signals, are understood to produce weaker signals at a
given frequency [19] than the multi-cycle case. However, the advantage of frequency-matching over the skull
may prove to outweigh the multi-cycle advantage. In all cases, success will be based on comparing multifrequency reconstructed images with their single frequency equivalents.

Final Transducer Design (under construction)
The starting point for our new transducer design was a ring configuration (Fig 5). Modifications to determine
the optimal geometry and number of elements were based on preliminary studies, where we estimated the
number to be in the range of ~ 500 to 750, with a operational frequency range between ~ 0.650 MHz and 2
MHz. Technical details of complex array design such as crosstalk, mode degeneration, and mode coupling
were addressed and assessed during transducer characterization. Our current 128-element linear array was
utilized to mock-up the behavior of the ring design to verify performance before final construction. The
transducer head, now in construction, will consist of a PZT 1-3 composite material, which will be manufactured
and electroded in four sections by a custom manufacturer (Imasonic, Lyon, France) and then wired and
assembled in-house.
Fourier analysis of ultrasound pulse-receive sequences was used to determine the response of prototype
transducer heads. The mounting of each transducer element and its electrical connection can cause
mechanical loading, resulting in amplitude and phase variation between elements. We will investigate these
differences by applying the ultrasound field magnitude and phase from the entire transducer in a plane across
the beam. A back propagation method was used to virtually propagate these fields back to the transducer face
to obtain he acoustic source field for each element. This field was then be used to evaluate array performance
and to calibrate individual elements.
We are presently investigating various designs for transducer coupling, with the goals of rapid and
straightforward attachment and the ability to couple through the hair, which is predicted based on a relevant
study [33]. In past designs we have used water and polymer standoff materials to couple arrays to the head, all
of which have been verified in human subjects. We are considering each method, utilizing computer assisted
design and mock-ups to determine the most effective and most practical solution.

Final Driving and Receiving Electronics (under construction)
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Signal transmission and reception will be implemented through the modification of one of our existing
investigational ultrasound systems. The system currently permits custom output signals to 128 channels and
the reception of full RF time traces on 256 channels. The engine generates a bipolar pulse train with individual
control of the frequency, phase, amplitude, and pulse length of each channel, allowing an output voltage of up
to approximately ±200V over 50W across each channel. The design work performed this year expands this
system for use with a ring array up to 1024 elements; a number conservatively above the upper estimate of
750 elements expected to be required for the reconstruction.
A design for this switching has been tested for feasibility and budget estimates (Fig 8). Two key design aspects
have substantially simplify the network. First, we found from preliminary ultrasound field measurement that
that a maximum of 25% of the array will be required for any given acquisition. Second, the existing system's
capability of software controlling individual elements will reduce the switching demand to only four dedicated
array elements per channel and switching of only a single channel per rotation. The modification thus involves
the addition of a computer-controlled relay network that will switch between quadrants of the ring array.
Initially, a prototype board was constructed for troubleshooting. This board will be modified in the upcoming
months to create a working design that is tested and verified with the ultrasound system. The final, multi-layer
PCB design will be professionally
manufactured and the circuit completed inhouse.
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Figure 8: Block diagram of the prototype switching configuration.
signals to individual elements of the driving
system, record time traces from each element, and coordinate between the ultrasound engine and the
hardware switching. Specific tasks for the module will be to operate the array in a time-of-flight transmission
and echo mode to provide data on the skull geometry and properties, transmission of the planned waveform,
reception of echoes, and interfacing with the algorithm software between each stage. The algorithm software
determines skull parameters, perform planning, and implement the tomographic reconstruction based on data
passed from the control software. Concentration is on rapid implementation, making use of parallelizable
code. While near-real time operation was not included in investigative work over the past year, the present
goal will be to perform the imaging over a sequence of approximately 30s of CPU time per channel, which
parallelized on a 16 CPU PC would allow an image to be formed in a period of approximately 5 minutes, with
speed optimization to be planned following positive result from the present study. Display and interface
software was tested allowing user to control the mode of imaging, the image parameters and provide various
image output modes though a graphic user interface. Mirroring past projects, [34-36] the features have been
largely selected through radiologist comments and feedback.
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Experiments with ex vivo Tissues
Experiments were performed with our collection of preserved ex vivo human calvaria samples (N = 22) and
brain-mimicking dual MRI-ultrasound phantoms to ascertain specific details of the backscatter tomography.
Our existing phantoms (N = 26) were developed to mimic the tabulated acoustic and MR properties of the
gross brain anatomy and separately: fluid and solid cysts, foreign bodies, brain deformation, hemorrhaging,
and hydrocephalus. Additionally, we are in the process of constructing an ultrasound/MRI/CT full anatomical
normal brain phantom in cooperation with, and based on the work of the McConnell Brain Imaging Centre,
Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Canada [37]. Completion of this phantom is
expected in Mid 2011, and is expected to substantially aid the proposed project in pre-clinical assessment of
the ability to image normal brain features. In the evaluation procedure phantoms are be placed inside a
calvarium and then affixed to a custom stereotactic reference frame [3] containing MR-fiducial markers before
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acquiring MR-images. The stereotactic frames allow for co-registration between the ultrasound transducer
and the MR-images, and provide a means of quantitatively comparing image frames. For ultrasound testing,
the entire transducer is submerged in a underwater test tank. Each phantom's reference frame is attached to a
3-dimentional positioning system, whose coordinates will be calibrated with the transducer array. We then
utilize co-registration software (3D Slicer V3.6) to compare images. The optimal ROI area were determined to
be approximately an 20cm2 to 30cm2 in the brain when imaged through the skull, which can then be repeated
over a regular grid in order to cover an entire planar section through the brain.
In the upcoming year the images will be assessed for signal level and distortion as a function of relative
position within the brain and as a function of the relative alignment of the transducer. Other factors affecting
accuracy and signal strength , including relative position of the imaging plane, the and the use of longitudinal
versus shear modes of ultrasound propagation in the skull bone will also be determined, in each case using coregistered MRI to benchmark performance.

Fig 9. A Preliminary study on resolution potential generated numeric skulls with random thickness and sound speed and
simulating a photo 'tumor' (used to illustrate detail). Shown here is a 1.25 MHz reconstruction (bar = 10 mm). Reconstructions
without treatment planning (left) and including planning (center-left) are compared to tomography without the skull layer (centerright). The original image is provided for reference (left). Further improvement is expected by using multi-freq reconstruction to fill
the transform space, improve transmission, and reduce artifacts. Manipulation of frequency (not shown) also provides a means of
controlling the balance between resolution and signal strength.

KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS
As highlighted throughout the report, substantial information was gained from the initial array design, resulting
in an improved and unique approach for the final applicator that will be capable of operating as a full (ringshaped) brain imager, or in part (1/4 array) as a foreign body detector. Year 3 represents extensive progress
toward producing a portable ultrasound device that, if successfully validated over the period of the 1-year no
cost extension to the grant, will offer unsurpassed brain imaging quality for an ultrasound device, portable or
otherwise.

REPORTABLE OUTCOMES (Past 12 months)
C. Mearl and G.T. Clement, “128 Element Ultrasound Array for Transcranial Imaging,” IEEE International
Ultrasonics Symposium Proceedings, 2010 IN PRESS
G.T. Clement, "Planar projection in absorbing media possessing an arbitrary dispersion relation" Acoustical
Science and Technology. 2010; 31(6): 379-386.
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CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated over the past 12 months that - through a combination of new beamforming, planning,
and reconstruction techniques - a more effective means for US imaging through the skull is possible (Figs 2,
4,11). In the upcoming year the completed device and method will be extensively verified, and various modes
of operation will be studied. The completed study will provide a device ready for clinical testing, thus providing
a platform for investigation in a wide range of settings and conditions.
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